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The NSS unit of Ram Lal Anand College,University of Delhi underThe NSS unit of Ram Lal Anand College,University of Delhi under
the direction of Dr. Rita Jain (Program Officer), seeks to raisethe direction of Dr. Rita Jain (Program Officer), seeks to raise
social awareness among youth by highlighting societal ills with asocial awareness among youth by highlighting societal ills with a
greater altruistic goal of assisting the country as a whole. Thegreater altruistic goal of assisting the country as a whole. The
primary goals of NSS is to develop in volunteers a sense of socialprimary goals of NSS is to develop in volunteers a sense of social
responsibility and the importance of giving back to societyresponsibility and the importance of giving back to society
without discrimination. NSS volunteers make it a priority towithout discrimination. NSS volunteers make it a priority to
ensure that everyone in need receives assistance in order to raiseensure that everyone in need receives assistance in order to raise
their level of living and live a life of dignity. It strives to foster atheir level of living and live a life of dignity. It strives to foster a
feeling of social and civic responsibility, develop leadershipfeeling of social and civic responsibility, develop leadership
abilities and a democratic mentality, and come up with workableabilities and a democratic mentality, and come up with workable
solutions to problems that affect both the individual and thesolutions to problems that affect both the individual and the
community. The unit has been promoting community service bycommunity. The unit has been promoting community service by
hosting a variety of events, such as an education camp, donationhosting a variety of events, such as an education camp, donation
and cleaning drives, road safety campaigns, slogan and articleand cleaning drives, road safety campaigns, slogan and article
writing contests, painting, and other similar activities.writing contests, painting, and other similar activities.

ABOUT US
VALUES THAT GUIDES US



Sankalp is the annual festival of the National Service SchemeSankalp is the annual festival of the National Service Scheme
Unit of Ram Lal Anand College, University of Delhi. Sankalp’23Unit of Ram Lal Anand College, University of Delhi. Sankalp’23
is being organized as a two-day event on 20th and 21 March,is being organized as a two-day event on 20th and 21 March,
2023 at the college premises.2023 at the college premises.

ABOUT
SANKALP
WHAT WE AIM FOR?

The festival seeks to inspire individuals to engage in socialThe festival seeks to inspire individuals to engage in social
work through various thought-provoking activities featuringwork through various thought-provoking activities featuring
social enthusiasts and compassionate youth.social enthusiasts and compassionate youth.    The event aimsThe event aims
to establish a sense of awareness among young talents andto establish a sense of awareness among young talents and
transform their lives with a more valuable purpose throughtransform their lives with a more valuable purpose through
social service. This initiative is embarked on to depict thesocial service. This initiative is embarked on to depict the
power of selflessness. In this festival, we continue to reachpower of selflessness. In this festival, we continue to reach
this objective through some activities and reward thethis objective through some activities and reward the
volunteers. Come join us at the annual festival ofvolunteers. Come join us at the annual festival of
thoughtfulness and compassion.thoughtfulness and compassion.



The logo of a fire mashaal represents the continuity of the nss legacyThe logo of a fire mashaal represents the continuity of the nss legacy
from years. The fire in general represents the motivation and dedicationfrom years. The fire in general represents the motivation and dedication
of volunteers to bring a change in society through their work.of volunteers to bring a change in society through their work.  
Fire as an element of earth, is generally referred for purpose ofFire as an element of earth, is generally referred for purpose of
humankind and represent culture and civilisation.humankind and represent culture and civilisation.  
Mashaal being a symbol of liberty, freedom, knowledge and inspirationMashaal being a symbol of liberty, freedom, knowledge and inspiration

 SANKALP
The annual fest is to honour and celebrate the volunteers forThe annual fest is to honour and celebrate the volunteers for
their dedication and determination to work for the society.their dedication and determination to work for the society.  
To encourage their selfless attitude and empathyTo encourage their selfless attitude and empathy

 SANKALP LOGO

 SANKALP THEME
CELEBRATING HANDS THAT SERVE
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The invited Chief Guest will arrive in the college, and will be escorted by NSS's Programme Officer
and volunteers.The Chief Guest, Principal and Programme Officer would light the ceremonial
lamp.National Anthem will be sung.Dr Rita Jain ma'am will address the gathering and Programme
Officer's Address welcome enlighten the students with her wise, thoughtful words.Honorable
Principal, Prof. Rakesh Kumar Gupta will address the gathering and enlighten the students with his
wise words.The Parade Team will present the NSS Song in its organised, well-practiced glory.

OPENING CEREMONY

HEALTH CHECK UP CAMP

A free health check-up camp, in collaboration with Medanta
Hospital,Gurgaon & our Department of physical education and it
would be available to all students and faculty members.
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DAAN UTSAV 2.0

SHARK TANK
Volunteers will present solutions of different socials issues faced
by different sections of the society. Important issues highlighted
will be further addressed in NSS RLAC future events

Attendees can donate any items in usable and good condition,
for Example: Books, Clothes, stationery items, E-waste, etc. These
donations would go to those in need and other organizations
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QUIZ COMPETITION
A quiz competition would be conducted between NSS units from
other colleges along with school students, to encourage participation
of other colleges as well and enhance NSS RLAC’s reach.

(Theme: Sustainable Development)

TREASURE HUNT: SEARCH FOR A CAUSE

An activity to refresh and relax the volunteers, but with 
a twist. You guess the place by the given clue of NSS
core activity and social norms.
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POT MAKING & PAINTING

SPIN THE WHEEL

‘Spin for a Cause’, participants will spin a wheel with fun tasks
relating to various social causes. They will be completing these tasks
and engaging in spreading the word about various social issues.

Attendees of the fest would indulge in the pottery
and different pots will be arranged for painting.
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OPEN MIC

TARANG
Stalls will be set-up by students to make people
aware and highlight different social issues.

An Open-Mic, where any of the attendees could come and
present any of their creative pieces. These include poetry,
articles, ghazals and more, along with their experience.



Ishita Goel
84476 99746
(Sankalp'23 Head)

For Queries Contact Us
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86178 25101
(President) 
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85275 14269
(Sankalp'23 Head)
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